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Abstract— Ontology is widely used in the areas of knowledge engineering, web-based data mining, and others. The process of developing 

and evolving inter-organizational domain ontologies is easy to get much redundant information. Rough set theory can be used to reduce 

the attributes of ontologies. This type of reduction eliminates the harsh requirements of the reduct and overcomes the drawback of the 

possible reduct that the derived decision rules may be incompatible with the ones derived from the original system. In this paper, we 

formulate the preliminaries of using Rough Set Theory to solve this problem while building or evolving process of the inter-organizational 

domain ontology. This technique can be used to enhance automatic and semi-automatic operations to develop and evolve ontologies. 
Keywords— Ontology Reduction, Rough Sets, Attributes, Inter-organizational domain ontology, Reduct, Core. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ontology [1] is a knowledge system which shared in some field, conceptualization, formalized knowledge hierarchy. Domain 

ontology constructed by manual methods, which costs a significant amount of workforce and is often partial, may become the 

bottleneck of the development of the second generation of the Internet. The ideal model of domain ontology building is the 

automatic or semi-automatic modes. The automatic mode uses a set of tools to detect new knowledge and update ontologies 

automatically. The semi-automatic mode is building by manual intervention, which combines the domain expert‟s top-to-

bottom, super domain knowledge with the bottom-to-top results of machine learning to build domain ontology [2]. 

The process of developing and evolving ontologies is easy to get much redundant information. Rough Set Theory (RST) was 

proposed by Pawlak [3], [4] as an extension of the set theory to represent incomplete knowledge. It is useful to represent 

imperfect knowledge, to mine data, and to analyze attributes dependency. On the other hand, ontologies are introduced for 

complete knowledge representation. 
Since the original exposition of RST by Pawlak [3], [4] as a method of set approximation, it has continued to flourish as a 

tool for data mining and data analysis. One fundamental aspect of RST involves a search for particular subsets of condition 

attributes that provide the same information for classification purposes as the full set of available attributes. Such subsets are 

called attribute reductions. 

In this paper, we propose preliminaries for the concept of inter-organizational domain ontology reduction, which utilizes 

ideas of RST to generate Reducts and Cores from inter-organizational domain decision tables used in semi-automatic or 

automatic ontology building techniques. Building and evolving inter-organizational ontologies are usually engineered in 

distributed and collaborative settings. In this environment, different organizations and teams collaboratively build a shared 

ground of the domain [5][6]. In rough set theory, the accuracy of approximation of set and a concept of granularity are 

introduced. Rough set theory is beneficial to define dependency among attributes and extract decision rules from the set. 

We firstly introduce rough set theory [4] into the process of domain ontology building. Secondly, the reduction algorithm is 

presented. Then the experiments' results are investigated. Finally, we conclude the results and present future work.  
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II. BASIC CONCEPTS IN ROUGH SET THEORY 

Zdzislaw Pawlak developed rough sets theory in the early 1980s [4]. It is a mathematical tool for approximate reasoning for 

decision support and is particularly well suited for the classification of objects. Rough sets can also be used for feature selection, 

feature extraction. The main contribution of the rough set theory is the concept of reducts. A reduct is a minimal subset of 

attributes with the same capability of objects classification as the whole set of characteristics.  

While reasoning about objects from the domain specified by our needs, we are usually forced to base just on information 

gathered by the analysis of some sample of that domain. Such an approach is the central paradigm of RST, were given a set of 

objects, stored within a so-called information system (IS), is assumed to be the only kind of knowledge to be used for cases 

outside the sample. 

Knowledge reduction is performed in ISs using the notion of a reduct based on a specialization of the general concept of 

independence because of Marczewski [7]. Many types of knowledge reductions have been proposed in the area of rough sets, 

each of the reductions aimed at some essential requirements. It is required to provide a consistent classification. Most ISs are 
not compatible because of various factors such as noise in data, compact representation, prediction capability, etc. To acquire 

brief decision rules from inconsistent systems, knowledge reductions are needed. 

In [8]–[11], β-reduct was studied in the variable precision rough set model proposed by Ziarko.7 In [4], [12], the notions of α-

reduct and α-relative reduct for decision tables (DTs) were defined. The α-reduct allows the occurrence of additional 

inconsistency that is controlled using α-parameter.  

In [13]–[15], Slezak presented an attribute reduction that preserves the class membership distribution for all objects in the IS. 

Slezak showed that the knowledge reduction preserving the membership distribution is equivalent to the knowledge reduction 

preserving the value of generalized inference measure function. A widespread knowledge reduction also was introduced in 

[13]–[15] that allows the amount of generalized inference measure function after the attribute reduction to be different from the 

original one by a user-specified threshold.  

Kryszkiewicz [16], Hunter [17] investigated and compared five notions of knowledge reductions in inconsistent systems. 
Only two of them, possible reduct and µ-decision reduct (we refer to it as distribution reduct), are needed because the others are 

equivalent to one of them, respectively.  

In this section, the basic terminology used in this paper is given.  

A. Definition 1 

An information system is defined as a four-tuple as follows, S=<U, Q, V, f>, where U={x1, x2, …, xn} is a finite set of 

objects (n is the number of objects); Q is a finite set of attributes, Q={q1, q2, …, qn}; V= q

q Q

V


and is a domain of attribute q; 

f:U×V→V is a total function such that f(x, q) ∈ Vq for each q∈Q, x∈U. If the attributes in S can be divided into condition 

attribute set C, and decision attribute set D, i.e., Q=C∪D and C∩D=Φ, the information system S is called a decision system 

or decision table. 

B. Definition 2 

Given any information system, the source of knowledge is specified regarding object values on attributes. Thus, while 

reasoning about objects outside U (called from now on "new objects"), we prefer not to particular elements of the universe but 

to equivalence classes of indiscernibility relation defined. If we use a rule IND(R) to describe the indiscernible relation and to 

partition the universe with it, the classification can be expressed as formula (1) 

*

{ | 1,2 , }
( )

j

U
X X j k

IND R
  

 (1) 

Where X
*
 is a classified result, the rule IND(R) is an indiscernible relation, and it is for short as R. Formula (1) indicates 

that an U is partitioned into k classifications, Xj is the classification j. Where the IND(R) is defined as for formula (2) 

( ) { , | , ( ) ( )}IND R x y U U A A x A y    
   (2) 

Where, x, y ∈ U; A is a set of attributes describing the objects in the universe. A(x) and A(y) are the expressions of objects 

x and y, respectively. Apparently, we can obtain that the „A(x) =A(y)‟ in formula (2) is the theoretical basis to partition the 

universe.  

To combine the formulas (1) and (2), when x, y ∈ U and x, y ∈ Xj and IFF Xj ⊆ X ⊂U come into existence, the formula (3) 

among the A(x), A(y), as well as, A(Xj) exists 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( 1,2,..., )j jA x A y A X Des X j k   
   (3) 
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Where the A(Xj) is the expression of classification j in the universe. In the formula (3), {Des(Xj) (j =1,2,⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅,k)} is a kind 

of uniform description to the classified result. 

C. Definition 3 

The overall decision-making results to the X expresses as the R*(X) and R
*
(X) in Fig. 1. Where, both R*(X) and R

*
(X) are 

the R lower-approximate set and the R super-approximate set of X, respectively. The boundary area between R*(X) and R
*
(X) 

is defined as BNR(X). The physical meanings and each other relations show as Fig. 1 [4], [18]. 

 
Figure 1: Rough Set Structure 

D. Definition 4 

Reduct is a minimal set of attributes B⊆A such that, 

( ) ( )A AIND B IND A
  (4) 

Finding, e.g., minimal reduct (i.e., reduct with minimal cardinality among all reducts) is NP-hard [19]. The number of reducts 

of an information system with m attributes can be equal to [4] 

/ 2

m

m

 
 
     (5) 

Let A be an information system with n objects. The discernibility matrix of A is a symmetric n × n matrix with entries cij as 

given below  

{ | ( ) ( )} , 1,2,...,ij i jc a A a x a x for i j n         (6) 

A discernibility function fA for an information system A is a Boolean function of m Boolean variables 
* * *

1 2, ,..., ma a a  

(corresponding to attributes (a1, a2,…, am)) defined as below, where 
* *{ | }ij ijc a a c    

* * *

1( ,..., ) { |1 , }A m ij ijf a a c j i m c      
      (7) 

The set of all prime implicants of fA determines the set of all reducts of A. 

 

III. ONTOLOGY KNOWLEDGE ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION 

Knowledge reduction research is something that whether each equivalence relation is necessary, or exists simultaneously, and 

how to remove the unnecessary knowledge attribute. Knowledge reduction is to eliminate noncore attributes to retain an 

essential part. The knowledge reduction, a fundamental concept in the rough set theory, is to remove superfluous attributes from 

information systems (information tables or decision tables) while preserving the consistency of classifications [4]. The 

knowledge reduction is performed in information systems using the notion of a reduct based on a specialization of the general 

concept of independence [20]. Many types of reducts have been proposed and researched in the rough set community 

[20][11][21][22][23], each of which aimed at some basic requirements. The traditional reduct, which preserves positive regions, 
was proposed by Pawlak [4]. 
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IV. WORKFLOW STEPS 

The following points explain the steps of the reduction algorithm: 

1. Step 1: Since rough sets theory is working on an information system or decision tables, therefore, we used original domain 

ontologies to build a decision table (The objects correspond to rows in the table, and attributes to columns) that can be used 

easily by Rough sets. We used Protégé plugins Matrix [24] and Ontology Abstraction Framework [25] to simplify this 

conversion. 

2. Step 2: Then, we used the RapidRoughSets [26][27] extension for the RapidMiner integrated software platform for 

machine learning and data mining [28][29], to generate reducts and core. 

3. Step 3: After generating reducts and core, we created two new ontologies, Reduct-Ontology from reducts only and Core-

Ontology from the core set only. 

4. Step 4: Then we created a three stages inference engine. Merely this engine provides web service enables the end-user or 

consuming system of:  
a. Specify the querying level as (Core-Level, Reduct-Level, Full-Level) 

b. User or System that is consuming the web service has the option to specify “AND-ing” between Level values like 

(Core-Level && Reduct-Level), (Reduct-Level && Full Level) or (Core-Level && Full level) and so on 

5. Step 5: Inference Engine starts to SPARQL-ing the three ontologies based on the order specified on the passed Level 

parameter. 

6. Step 6: If the inference engine did not find a result on the first level, then it will start to SPARQL-ing the second level 

ontology and so on. 

The following sections will explain the details of each step. 

V. EXPERIMENTS DATASETS 

Five large ontologies from the UCI Repository [30] and the AberOWL ontology repository and semantic search engine  [31] 

were tested. TABLE 1 explains each ontology details: 

TABLE 1:  

CASE STUDY ONTOLOGIES INFO 

 

Alzheimer 

Disease Map 

Ontology 

Monogenean 

Ontology 
VIVO Core  

Cancer Research and 

Management ACGT  

Apollo Structured 

Vocabulary 

Axiom 24687 18180 4862 8105 17182 

Class count 3434 18 418 1770 1656 

Object property 

count 
14 17 199 245 122 

Data property 

count 
0 20 219 15 6 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF STEP 1 

We will start as an example with one of the five datasets (e.g. the ACGT ontology). Our sample database has 1770 Cancer 

classes, 73528 Objects and minimum of 56 and up to 245 symptoms in classes' cases. We added an abbreviation annotation for 

properties (e.g. the word "a1" is X-ray shadow, "b1" is a diagnosis, "c1" is fever, and "d1" is a cough and so on). Once the 

English letters finish we reset the counter and start again (e.g. a2 b2 c2 d2). The corresponding condition attributes C include 

a, b, c, d, and so on. The letter "o" is the result of the diagnosis. The decision attribute D includes "o." Property values are 

following: 

 Va={0,1,2,3,9,20,21,23,34,35,38,41, …..}, 0-flake, 1-dot, 2-strip, 3- cavity. 

 Vb={0,1,2,….}, 0-normal, 1-dry beep, 2-bubble sound. 

 Vc={0,1,2,3,…..}, 0-normal, 1-low fever, 2-moderate fever, 3-high fever. 

 Vd={0,1,2,…..}, 0-mild cough, 1-moderate cough, 2-severe cough. 

 Vo={0,1}, 0-pneumonia, 1-TB 

 Following TABLE 2 include twenty sample cases 
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TABLE 2:  

CASE DATABASE SAMPLE 

U a

1 

b

1 

c

1 

d

1 

.

. z10 

o 
1 0 3 2 2  0 
2 0 2 2 2  0 

3 2 0 0 0  1 
4 1 0 2 0  0 
5 3 1 2 2  1 
6 3 0 1 0  1 

7 0 2 3 1  0 
8 0 2 2 0  0 
9 0 2 2 1  0 

1

0 

1 0 3 2  0 
1

1 

1 2 2 0  0 
1

2 

0 2 1 1  1 

1
3 

2 0 0 1  1 
1

4 

1 0 2 1  0 
1

5 

1 2 3 1  0 
1

6 

1 2 3 2  0 

1

7 

1 1 2 0  1 
1

8 

1 0 0 2  1 
1

9 

3 0 1 0  1 

2
0 

2 1 3 2  1 
 To get to review and extract this data, we used Protégé plugins Matrix [24] and Ontology Abstraction Framework [25] to 

simplify this conversion. Matrix [24] contains several spreadsheet-style views of an ontology, including existential fillers, 

individual relationships, and an object properties view. These views can be exported to excel sheets after filtering its details or 

add some data cleansing. Ontology Abstraction Framework (OAF) [25] visually summarizing the structure of ontologies. The 

OAF enables users to create and explore structural summaries of ontologies called abstraction networks. Using OAF, we 
grouped the similar classes and their objects inside abstraction networks to apply the rough set on each abstraction network. 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 2 

The core of RapidRoughSets is founded upon a newly developed library for R System, called RoughSets [32]. It provides 

implementations of classical RS methods and their fuzzy-related generalizations for data modelling and analysis [33].  

The package also allows to apply fundamental concepts (e.g., computation of indiscernibility relations, lower/upper 

approximations, positive regions, etc.) from the both of these methodologies but also facilitates their usage in many practical 

tasks, such as discretization, feature selection, instance selection, decision rule induction and case-based classification.  

 
Figure 2: Plot of the matrix for clustered categories 
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Figure 3: Plot of view for RapidRoughSets in work 

 
Figure 4: Computation of reducts at work 

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 3 

Now we have three sets of ontology‟s features, the original complete set, the Reducts features and Core features. We have no 

easy way of reconstructing the ontology again from these features. Therefore, for each class‟s objects we compared its features 

(properties) in the reduct and core feature, then we removed the non-existing features along with its dependencies from the 

ontology using Protégé OWL API [34]. We should, in future examine the Sub-graph selection through coverage maximization 

algorithm and Sub-graph selection through relevance maximization described by Georgia et al. [35]. 

Figure 5 explains a subset of the original ontology before and after the rough set processing.  Now, based on each ontology‟s 

functional and data granularity [36], [37], as explained in Figure 6 we can sort them in a hierarchal shape from the coarse-grained 

one on the bottom of the pyramid to the finest grained one on the top of the pyramid. 

 
Figure 5: Example of the original ontology and a corresponding Core Ontology 
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Figure 6: Explanation of Ontologies Functional and Data Granularities 

IX. IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 4 AND 6 

Merely this step provides one REST API [38] service enables the end-user or consuming system of:  

1. Specify the querying level as (Core-Level, Reduct-Level, Full-Level) 

2. User or System that is consuming the web service has the option to specify “AND-ing” between Level values like (Core-

Level && Reduct-Level), (Reduct-Level && Full Level) or (Core-Level && Full level) and so on 
3. If the API did not find a result on the first Level ontology (as per the options parameter) of the previous step, then it will 

start to SPARQL-ing the second level ontology and so on until it reaches to the result. 

4. Once the API finds the results, it returns it directly to the user and stops any further processing. 

X. IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP 5 

To mimic the inference engine, we used SoapUI [39] tool to make a load test with dynamic data set over the API in previous 

step 4. Here are the experiments‟ details: 

1. We created three unit tests to be used in the load test run.  

a. The first unit test (UnitTestA) calls the Inference API with Core-Level option, Reduct-level then Full-Level in 

order. 

b. The second unit test (UnitTestB) calls the Inference API with Reduct-level then Full-Level in order. 

c. The third unit test (UnitTestC) calls the Inference API Full-Level option only. 
2. We created three load tests, one for each unit test in the previous step (LoadTestA) (LoadTestB) (LoadTestC). 

3. We run each load test for 10 Threads (users) over (900) seconds [39] 

4. We collected each run statistics and graphs. 

XI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Our experimental evaluation shows the feasibility of our approach and the considerable advantages gained showing that the sub-

graph inferencing has better results in most cases. Here are the results of each load test we had. 

 

 LoadTestC results 

 
Figure 7: Final LoadTest-C Run Statistics 
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Figure 8: LoadTest-C run Data/Response time statistics 

 

 

 
Figure 9: LoadTest-C run average transactions per second (TPS) statistics 

 

 

 

 

 LoadTestB results 

 
Figure 10: Final LoadTest-B Run Statistics 
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Figure 11: LoadTest-B run Data/Response time statistics 

 

 

 
Figure 12: LoadTest-B run average transactions per second (TPS) statistics 

 

 

 

 LoadTestA results 

 
Figure 13: Final LoadTest-A Run Statistics 
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Figure 14: LoadTest-A run Data/Response time statistics 

 

 

 
Figure 15: LoadTest-A run average transactions per second (TPS) statistics 

The experiments did in this research showed many vital points like: 

 The five databases that are used in this analysis are reduced by a value in the range between (27 - 41%). 

 Querying Reducts-Ontology is shorter in time by (35 - 43%) from querying the original ontology before reduction 

 Querying Core-Ontology is quicker in time by (24 - 31%) from querying the original ontology before reduction. This 

explains that, the algorithm SPARQLed the core ontology at first, it found no results, then picked up the results from the 

Reduct-ontology. 

 Within (10K) testing runs of SPARQL-ing the ontology: 

o About 21% of queries found the result in Core-Ontology 

o About 63% of queries fetched the result from Reducts-Ontology 

o The rest (about 16%) found the result on the original full ontology 

This means that we can lose some information from our knowledge without affecting the whole perception too much. 

Besides, since ontologies are a specification of a conceptualization, and the dominant set of queries are realized from Reduct-
Level, this proves that our world of information has a big slice of useless information.  

To evaluate the quality of reduced ontologies, we used our previous researched tool called OntoHealthMonitor [40] along 

with a set of standard tools like (OntoClean [41], OntoQA [42]and OntoMetric [43], [44]) to generate a set of visualizations and 

metrics results about reduced ontologies. We applied all standard Metrics like (No. of classes, No. of properties, Size of 

vocabulary, Depth of inheritance, Entropy of graph, Class in degree, Class out-degree, Number of Fanout, Fanout of root class, 
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No. of root classes, No. of leaf classes, Average depth of inheritance tree, No. of ontology partitions, No. of minimal 

inconsistent subsets, Average value of axiom inconsistencies, No. of separate connected components in the instances, No. of 

relationships between instances, No. of external classes, Reference to external classes, Reference includes)[40], [44] on original 

and reduced ontology to compare each ontology quality before and after reduction operation. The following table explains a 

simple comparison between primary and reduced ontologies metrics.  

 
Figure 16: Ontology Metrics before and after processing

XII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

There is a need to reduce the attribute because many redundancies are on the semantic web. According to the 

features of the attribute in the semantic web, with the concept of reducts in the Rough set theory, we defined a 

technique for ontology knowledge reduction to reduce the attribute and attribute value of semantic web together. 

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to maintain cooperative domain ontologies by reducing its size. 

The evaluation showed that decreasing ontologies have excellent performance in producing qualified SPARQL.  

Demonstrated by the experiments, our approach of ontology reduction is feasible and promising.  

Experiments show that the examples and properties are reduced in the premise of constant volume with the 

amount of knowledge by the reduction. It is clear that this way can improve the knowledge of the semantic 

network learning efficiency and reduce the complexity of semantic networks 

In future work, we are going to explore other reduction techniques like Power Sets instead of Rough Sets. 
Then we will compare the results of both Rough Sets and Power Sets. 
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